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Abstract
We prove van der Waals - London’s law of decay of the van der Waals force for a
collection of neutral atoms at large separation.
1 Introduction
Van der Waals force between atoms and molecules plays a fundamental role in quantum
chemistry, physics and material sciences. For instance, it defines the chemical character of
many organic compounds and enable geckos - which can hang on a glass surface using only
one toe - to climb on sheer surfaces (see the entry ”Van der Waals force” in Wikipedia). It
explains why water condenses from vapor as well as many properties of molecular compounds,
including crystal structures (e. g. the shapes of snowflakes), melting points, boiling points,
heats of fusion and vaporization, surface tension, and densities. It forces gigantic molecules
like enzymes, proteins, and DNA into the shapes required for biological activity (see [30]).
A microscopic explanation of this force was given by F. London soon after the discovery
of quantum mechanics and was one of its early triumphs. This heuristic explanation showed
that this force has a universal behavior at large distances - it decays as the inverse sixth power
of the distance between atoms. This behavior was confirmed in [23] by proving - through
a sophisticated test function construction - an upper bound. Our goal in this paper is to
provide a complete proof of the van der Waals - London decay law for atoms.
Let −e andm denote the electron charge and mass. Consider a system ofM multielectron
atoms which we call a molecule though we do not assume binding between atoms. In the
units where ~ = 1 the hamiltonian of the system is
Hmol =
N∑
i=1
(−
1
2m
∆xi −
M∑
j=1
e2Zj
|xi − yj|
) +
1,N∑
i<j
e2
|xi − xj |
−
M∑
j=1
1
2mj
∆yj +
1,M∑
i<j
ZiZje
2
|yi − yj|
.
Here N is the total number of electrons, xi, yi ∈ R
3 denote the coordinates of the electrons
and the nuclei, respectively, eZj is the charge of the j-th nucleus, mj is the mass of the j-th
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nucleus and ∆xj is the Laplacian and gradient acting on the coordinate xj. We consider a
system of neutral atoms so we must have
∑M
j=1 Zj = N . The operator Hmol acts on the
subspace Hmolfermi of the space L
2(R3(N+M)), which accounts for the fact that the electrons are
identical particles and are fermions and therefore they obey the Fermi-Dirac statistics. Also,
possibly, some of the nuclei are identical and obey either the Fermi-Dirac or Bose-Einstein
statistics (more details are given below). For M = 1, Hmol is the Hamiltonian of the atom
with the nucleus of charge eZ = eZ1.
To define the interaction energy, let a be the decomposition of the molecule into neutral
atoms and/or ions, each with its own nucleus, and let Ha be the sum of the corresponding
atomic or ionic Hamiltonians (see the next section for precise definitions). We define the
energy E(∞) of the system with the atoms or ions infinitely far from each other, as
E(∞) = min
a
Ea, where Ea := inf σ(Ha). (1.1)
(Of course, one expects that E(∞) is obtained by taking the minimum over the atomic
decompositions only, see the discussion below.) Furthermore, let y = (y1, ..., yM ) be the
collection of the nuclear co-ordinates. The interaction (or cohesive) energy W (y) between
atoms in this system is defined as
W (y) := E(y)− E(∞), (1.2)
where E(y) is the ground state energy of the system with positions of the nuclei fixed, i.e.
the ground state energy of the hamiltonian
HN(y) =
N∑
i=1
(−
1
2m
∆xi −
M∑
j=1
e2Zj
|xi − yj|
) +
1,N∑
i<j
e2
|xi − xj |
+
1,M∑
i<j
ZiZje
2
|yi − yj|
, (1.3)
acting on the subspace Hfermi of the space L
2(R3N ), which accounts for the Fermi-Dirac
statistics of electrons.
The hamiltonian (1.3) is called the Born-Oppenheimer hamiltonian. It arises as the central
object in the key technique in solving the eigenvalue problem for Hmol, which is called the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation, and which plays an important role in quantum chemistry
(for example minima of its ground state energy E(y) determine shapes of molecules). In this
approximation the ground state energy E(y) (or the energy of an excited state) of HN (y) is
considered as the potential energy of the nuclear motion, which leads to the Hamiltonian
Hnucl := −
M∑
j=1
1
2mj
∆yj + E(y).
One expects that due to the fact that the ratio of the electron and nuclear mass being very
small, the eigenvalues of Hnucl give a good approximation to the eigenvalues of Hmol. For
rigorous results on the Born-Oppenheimer approximation see original articles [4, 18, 19, 12, 26]
and the textbook [11].
One can define the interaction energy to any order in the electron to nuclei mass ratio
(see Appendix 1), but this will produce only correspondingly small corrections to our results.
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It is expected, after van der Waals, that W (y) is a sum of pair interactions, Wij, which
are attractive and decay at infinity as −|yi − yj|
−6. More precisely, one expects that
W (y) = −
1,M∑
i<j
e4σij
|yi − yj|6
+O
( e4
R7
)
, (1.4)
where σij are positive constants depending only on the parameters of the pair of atoms i, j
and
R = min{|yi − yj| : 1 ≤ i, j ≤M, i 6= j}, (1.5)
provided that R is large enough. Here and in what follows the remainder O(. . . ) signifies the
behaviour in y and might depend on N and M , see however the remark below.
Let Em,n, n ≤ Zm, denote the ground state energy of the ion with a nucleus of charge
eZm and Zm−n electrons and Em = Em,0, the ground state energy of the atom corresponding
to the m-th nucleus of charge Zm. We formulate a property of many body systems playing
an important role below:
(E)
∑M
i=1Ei <
∑M
i=1Ei,ni , ∀(n1, . . . nM ) :
∑
i ni = 0,
∑
i |ni| > 0.
We discuss this property below. Here we mention only that, since the ground state energies
depend on the underlying spaces on which the hamiltonians are defined, Property (E) depends
on the symmetry type σ, defined below, and that experiments and numerical computations
(see below) show that it holds for all elements for which it was tested, however, theoretically,
it proven only for a system of several hydrogen atoms.
The simplest symmetry type for fermions of spin 12 is the one corresponding to totally
antisymmetric functions, or, what is the same, to the greatest possible spin. We begin with
formulating our restlts in this special case.
Theorem 1.1 (van der Waals law; highest spin). Assume that the Hamiltonian HN (y) acts
on the space HA =
∧N
1 L
2(R3) of purely antisymmetric functions and assume Condition (D)
stated below. Then for large distances between atoms (1.4) holds for some constants σij > 0
depending on the nature of the atoms i, j, if and only if Property (E) stated above holds.
The theorem above is a corollary of Theorem 1.2, stated below, dealing with general
symmetry types.
Now we define the physical state space, Hfermi, of the Born-Oppenheimer molecule. Since
electrons are identical particles and are fermions of spin 12 , the state space of the system of
N electrons is the space
N∧
1
(L2(R3)⊗ C2)
of L2−functions, Ψ(x1, s1, . . . , xN , sN ), of co-ordinates, x1, . . . , xN , and spins, s1, . . . , sN
(with sj ∈ {−
1
2 ,
1
2}, j = 1, ..., N) that are antisymmetric with respect to permutations of
pairs (xi, si). The space Hfermi is the subspace of L
2(R3N ) given by the projection of the
space
∧N
1 (L
2(R3)⊗C2) onto the L2−functions of the co-ordinates alone,
Hfermi := {〈χ,Ψ〉spin|Ψ ∈
N∧
1
(L2(R3)⊗ C2), χ : {−
1
2
,
1
2
}N → C},
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where 〈χ,Ψ〉spin :=
∑
s1,...,sN∈{−
1
2
, 1
2
} χ¯(s1, . . . , sN )Ψ(x1, s1, . . . , xN , sN ).
We relate this space to irreducible representations, T σSN , of the group SN , of permutations
ofN indices. Consider the unitary representation TSN : SN → U(L
2(R3N )) (unitary operators
on L2) of SN on the space L
2(R3N ), given by π → Tpi, with
(TpiΨ)(x1, ..., xN ) = Ψ(xpi−1(1), xpi−1(2), ..., xpi−1(N)). (1.6)
Then the space Hfermi can be written as
Hfermi =
∑
σ
Hσ, (1.7)
where σ runs over irreducible representations of the group SN corresponding to at most
two-column Young diagrams and Hσ is the subspace of L2(R3N ) on which this representation
reduces to multiple of the irreducible representation of the type σ (see Section 5 for definitions
and details). We call irreducible representation labels σ the symmetry types.
The fact that the electrons are identical particles is expressed in the property that HN(y)
commutes with the permutations
HN(y)Tpi = TpiHN(y), ∀π ∈ SN , (1.8)
and therefore the subspaces Hσ are invariant under HN(y). This allows us to introduce the
ground state energy of the system for the symmetry type σ by
Eσ(y) = inf σ(HN (y)|Hσ ).
To define Eσ(∞) we need some notation. Let a be the decomposition of the molecule into
neutral atoms and/or ions, S(a) ⊂ SN be the subgroup of SN consisting of the permutations
that keep the clusters of a invariant and letHa be the sum of the corresponding atomic or ionic
Hamiltonians (see the next section for precise definitions). Fix an irreducible representation
σ = σ(SN ) of the group SN . The space H
σ is invariant under the representation of S(a), but
the restriction of the latter to Hσ is not necessarily multiple of the irreducible one. Therefore,
there exists a family, Iσ, of irreducible representations of S(a) such that Hσ = ⊕α≺σH
α
a (with
Hαa non-empty) and the representation of S(a) on H
α
a is multiple of the irreducible α.
The representations α = α(S(a)) ∈ Iσ are called induced representations and we write
α ≺ σ. (For hydrogen atoms the group S(a) is trivial and the construction of induced
representations should be omitted.) This definition implies that the lowest energy of the
infinitely separated atoms or ions, when the total system has a symmetry type σ, is
Eσ(∞) = min
a,α≺σ
inf σ(Hαa ),
where Hαa denotes the restriction of Ha onto the subspace on which the representation of
S(a) is multiple of the irreducible representation of type α. (Property (E) implies that the
minimum can be taken over only atomic decompositions a.) The interaction energy for the
symmetry type σ is now defined as
W σ(y) := Eσ(y)− Eσ(∞).
Finally, we state Condition (D) of Theorem 1.1 and of the theorems below. We write
α ≺≺ σ if α ≺ σ and inf σ(Hαa ) = min
β
inf σ(Hβa ),
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(D) For each atomic decomposition a and for each induced symmetry type α ≺≺ σ, the
ground state subspace of Hαa consists only of one copy of the irreducible representation
of type α.
One expects that for every symmetry type α, the ground state subspace consists of a single
copy of the irreducible representation of the symmetry group, but proving this is an open
problem. For a system of several hydrogen atoms Condition (D) follows from the fact that
S(a) is the trivial group and from Perron-Frobenious argument (see below).
Condition (D) is omitted if the statistics is not taken into account.
Now, we define what we mean by the van der Waals law for fixed symmetry types and
present a result establishing this law.
Definition 1 (van der Waals - London law for a fixed symmetry type). We say that the van
der Waals law holds for a symmetry type σ if there exist positive constants σσ,αij , α ≺≺ σ,
(defined in (5.25)) such that
W σ(y) = min
α≺≺σ
W σ,α(y) +O
( e4
R7
)
, (1.9)
where
W σ,α(y) := −
1,M∑
i<j
e4σσ,αij
|yi − yj|6
. (1.10)
The following theorem gives the van der Waals law for fixed symmetry types.
Theorem 1.2 (van der Waals forces for a fixed symmetry type). Assume Condition (D)
below. Then for every symmetry type σ, the van der Waals law holds if and only if Property
(E) reinterpreted for the symmetry type σ holds.
For a collection of hydrogen atoms Condition (D) and Property (E) are shown below to
hold and therefore the van der Waals law is always valid for such a system.
When σ corresponds to a Young diagram with one column (completely anti-symmetric
representation) Theorem 1.2 gives Theorem 1.1. For σ corresponding to a Young diagram of
at most two columns the ground state energy of HN (y) on Hfermi is
E(y) = min
σ
Eσ(y).
Let σ0 be a Yonge diagram of at most two columns for which E(y) = E
σ0(y). Then The-
orem 1.2 for the specified σ0 gives the interaction energy of the system. (Of course, if the
interatomic distances are not very large it might happen that the energy surfaces for different
symmetries cross and we have to takeW (y) = Eσ0(y)−Eσ1(∞) where σ1 6= σ0 is the diagram
that minimizes Eσ(∞).)
Theorem 1.2 describes the van der Waals force at a pairwise large separation between
the atoms. For intermediate distances, the van der Waals – London law is modified due to
overlapping between electron clouds of the atoms and for small distances, the van der Waals
forces are repulsive (the energy is positive) as follows from the rough estimate
HN(y) ≥ −C +
1,M∑
i<j
e2ZiZj
|yi − yj|
,
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for some constant C independent of y, implied by the bound e
2Zm
|xn−ym|
≤ −α∆xn + β, valid
for any α > 0 and a corresponding β > 0. Often the interaction energy for two atoms
(M = 2) is modeled by the Lennard-Jones potential WLJ(y) =
a
|y1−y2|12
− b
|y1−y2|6
or by
the Buckingham potential WB(y) = e
−c|y1−y2| − d
|y1−y2|6
where the constants a, b, c, d are
determined experimentally.
If the molecules have dipole moments, then one expects a third power law to be true.
This can be proven by the techniques developed in this paper.
Now we address Property (E). The following statements are proven in Appendix A:
(a) Property (E) holds for a system of several hydrogen atoms and consequently so is the
van der Waals law.
(b) Property (E) follows from the following property
(E’) For any two nuclei i and j, i 6= j, in our system and for any integers m,n ≥ 0,
l > 0 satisfying m+ l ≤ Zj , we have the following energy inequality
Ei,m + Ej,−n < Ei,m+l + Ej,−n−l.
(c) Property (E) for a system of hydrogen atoms with electron statistics follows from Prop-
erty (E) without statistics.
The meaning of Property (E’) is that ionization energies of atoms are greater than the electron
affinities, where, in a standard terminology, the n-th ionization energy (n ≥ 1) of an atom is
the energy required to remove an electron from its n − 1-ion and the n-th electron affinity
is the energy required to remove an electron from its −n ion. The table below, taken from
[24], gives first ionization energies and first electron affinities of atoms. It shows that the first
ionization energies are always much larger than the first electron affinities.
It is experimentally verified that the higher (second third and so forth) ionization energies
are bigger than the first and it is expected that the higher electron affinities affinities are lower
or zero. (Only ions with at most two extra electrons – i.e. of the charges at most −2e – are
observed experimentally.
That nuclei can bound only finite number of electrons was proven in [28, 31] (with the
bound ≤ 17Z on the number of the extra electrons). It was shown in [22], with some
improvements by [29, 7], that asymptotically ions are neutral and in [20] that the maximal
number of extra electrons ≤ Z+1. The latter bound was recently improved to < 0.22Z+3Z1/3
in [25]. Moreover, it was shown in [33, 34] that in the Hartree - Fock approximation the
maximal number of extra electrons ≤ const.)
Our approach allows for reasonable estimates of the dependance of various remainders
O(. . . ) on N and M , which leads to an estimate of allowed internuclear distance. (We note
that the Lieb-Thiring upper bound in [23] on the interaction energy has a fairly good control
of the allowed internuclear distance.)
Remark. Using some ideas of this paper, the first author obtained a simple and well-
behaved in N upper bound, not requiring Condition (E) and proved lower bounds with the
reasonable N−dependence of the remainder estimates ([1]).
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Atomic number Element first Ionization Electron affinity
energy (kcal/mol) (kcal/mol)
1 H 313.5 17.3
2 He 566.9 -
3 Li 124.3 (14)
4 Be 214.9 -
5 B 191.3 (7)
6 C 259.6 29
7 N 335.1 -
8 O 314.0 34
9 F 401.8 79.5
10 Ne 497.2 -
11 Na 118.5 (19)
12 Mg 176.3 -
13 Al 138.0 (12)
14 Si 187.9 (32)
15 P 254 (17)
16 S 238.9 47
17 Cl 300.0 83.4
18 Ar 363.4 (16)
19 K 100.1 -
20 Ca 140.9 -
21 Sc 151.3 -
22 Ti 158 -
23 V 155 -
24 Cr 156 -
25 Mn 171.4 -
(Values in parentheses are estimated by quantum-mechanical calculation and have not been
verified experimentally.)
Outline of the approach. Our approach is based on the Feshbach-Schur perturbation
argument, with the small parameter being the reciprocal of in the distance between the
nuclei. In what follows we omit the argument y and write E and H for E(y) and HN (y),
respectively.
Feshbach-Schur method. This method originates in the works of H. Feshbach and I. Schur
and was reformulated and generalized in [3]. We follow the textbook presentation of [11].
Let P be an orthogonal projection and P⊥ = 1−P . Introduce the notation H⊥ = P⊥HP⊥.
Assume
(a) Ran(P ) ⊂ D(H) (domain of H) and therefore ‖HP‖ <∞;
(b) The operator (H⊥ − λ) is invertible.
The Feshbach-Schur method, as applied to the quantum Hamiltonian H, states that if Con-
ditions (a) and (b) are satisfied, then the Feshbach-Schur map
FP (λ) = (PHP − U(λ))|RanP , (1.11)
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where
U(λ) := PHP⊥(H⊥ − λ)−1P⊥HP, (1.12)
is well defined and
λ eigenvalue of H ⇐⇒ λ eigenvalue of FP (λ). (1.13)
Moreover, the eigenfunctions of H and FP (λ) corresponding to the eigenvalue λ are connected
as
Hψ = λψ ⇔ FP (λ)φ = λφ, (1.14)
where φ,ψ are related by the following equations φ = Pψ, ψ = Q(λ)φ. Here the family of
operators Q(λ) is defined as Q(λ) = P − P⊥(H⊥ − λ)−1P⊥HP. (Remember that we do not
display the y−dependence of various objects.)
Orthogonal projection P . To apply the Feshbach - Schur map, we have to choose the orthog-
onal projection P . We fix an irreducible representation σ of SN and let H
σ be the restriction
of H to the subspace of the irreducible representation σ. We denote by Aat the collection
of all decompositions a = (A1, ..., AM ), with |Aj | = Zj for all j = 1, ...,M . (Its elements
correspond to decompositions of our system to neutral atoms.) Let V αa,R be the ground state
subspace of Hαa (the corresponding energies define E
σ(∞)), cut-off at large distances, so that
V αa,R for various a ∈ A
at, α ≺≺ σ, become mutually orthogonal. Let P be the orthogonal
projection on span {V αa,R, a ∈ A
at, α ≺≺ σ}. (Here R signifies the scale on which we per-
form the cut-off.) As a result of cutting-off the ground state subspaces of Hαa , we have the
representation
P =
∑
a∈Aat, α≺≺σ
Pαa,R, (1.15)
where Pαa,R are the orthogonal projections onto V
α
a,R.
To show that the Feshbach - Schur map exists, we note that Ran(P ) ⊂ Dom(H) and
therefore the condition (a) for the existence of the Feshbach map holds. We will prove in
Section 4 that, under Property (E), there is a γ > 0, independent of y s.t. for R large enough,
the following stability bound holds:
Hσ⊥ ≥ Eσ(∞) + 2γ, (1.16)
where Hσ⊥ = P⊥HσP⊥ and Eσ(∞) is the lowest possible energy for all possible break-ups
of the system, defined in (1.1) and γ = γσ is a positive number independent of N and M .
Thus the condition (b) is also satisfied and, for all λ ≤ Eσ(∞)+γ, the Feshbach - Schur map
FP (λ) is well defined. Now, to use (1.14) we have to estimate the two terms on the r.h.s of
(1.11).
Estimate of PHσP . First, we use the equations (1.15), the decomposition H = Ha+Ia, where
Ia is the sum of the intercluster interactions in the decomposition a, andHaP
α
a,R
.
= E(∞)Pαa,R,
where the dot above the relations stands for exponentially small additive terms omitted,
to obtain PHσP
.
=
∑
a,b,α,β P
α
a,RIbP
β
b,R. Since the supports of V
α
a,R, are mutually disjoint,
this gives PHσP
.
=
∑
a,α P
α
a,RIaP
α
a,R. Clearly, the map P
α
a,RIaP
α
a,R
∣∣
RanPα
a,R
leaves the space
V αa,R = RanP
α
a,R invariant and commutes with Tpi, ∀π ∈ S(a). Since by Condition (D)
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RanPαa,R is a space of an irreducible representation of S(a), we conclude that it is a multiple
of the identity,
Pαa,RIaP
α
a,R
∣∣
RanPα
a,R
=
1
rank(Pαa,R)
Tr(IaP
α
a,R)P
α
a,R,
where rank(Pαa,R) is the rank of P
α
a,R. Hence P
α
a,RIaP
α
a,R can be written as
Tr(IaPa,R) = e
2
1,M∑
i<j
ZiZjI(z, z
′; yij)ρAi,R(z)ρAj ,R(z
′)dzdz′, (1.17)
where ραAj are the one-electron densities of atoms Aj in the irreducible representation α,
defined in (2.3) below, yij = yi − yj, and, by the charge neutrality for each atom Aj ,
I(z, z′; y) = −
1
|y + z|
−
1
|y − z′|
+
1
|y|
+
1
|y + z − z′|
. (1.18)
Since as shown below, these densities are spherically symmetric, Newton’s screening theorem
gives
PHσP = E(∞)P + exponentially small terms.
The above implies that the van der Waals decay law could only come from U(λ).
Estimate of U(λ). To estimate U(λ), we use the equations (1.15), H = Ha+Ia and HaP
α
a,R
.
=
E(∞)Pαa,R again and use P
⊥Pαa,R = 0, to obtain P
⊥HP
.
=
∑
a,α P
⊥IaP
α
a,R. Now, using this
in the definition of U(λ), we obtain
Uσ(E)=˙
∑
a,b,α,β
Pαa,RIaP
⊥R⊥(E)P⊥IbP
β
b,R. (1.19)
Next, we use the variables zkm = xk−ym, ∀k ∈ Am, m = 1, ...,M, and expand the intercluster
interaction Ia in |yij|
−1 and use properties of Pαa,R and the charge neutrality for each atom
Aj , to obtain
IaP
α
a,R =
∑
i<j
[
e2
|yij|3
fij(z, ŷij)P
α
a,R +O(
e2
|yij|4
)], (1.20)
where fij(z, ŷij) =
∑
k∈Ai,l∈Aj
[zki · zlj − 3(zki · ŷij)(zlj · ŷij)]. This gives, in particular,
‖IaP
α
a,R‖ .
∑
i<j
1
|yij |3
. Using this bound and elementary geometrical localization argu-
ments, which allow us to pass from (Hσ⊥ − E)−1 to (Hα⊥a − E)
−1, where Hα⊥a := H
α
a P
α⊥
a ,
with Pα⊥a the projection onto the orthogonal complement of the ground state subspace of
Hαa , and to estimate the terms with a 6= b, and pass from E to E(∞), we find
U(E) =
∑
a,α,β
QUαβaa Q+O
( e4
R7
)
, (1.21)
where Uαβaa := Pαa,RIaP
α⊥
a R
α⊥
a P
α⊥
a IaP
β
a,R, with R
α⊥
a := (H
α⊥
a −E(∞))
−1. The orthogonality
of different irreducible representations, that the terms with α 6= β vanish. Finally, since
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Uαβaa
∣∣
RanPα
a,R
acts on the space of an irreducible representation of S(a) and commutes with
all the operators of this representation, it is multiple of identity. This implies
Uαβaa =
1
rankPαa,R
Tr(Uααaa P
α
a,R)P
α
a,Rδα,β . (1.22)
The terms Tr(Uααaa P
α
a,R) can be easily computed, using (1.20) and showing that the terms
with (ij) 6= (i′j′) or (ij) = (i′j′), but (kl) 6= (k′l′), coming from different Ia’s in the expression
for Tr(Uααaa P
α
a,R) can be written as integrals of odd function and therefore vanish. This gives
Uααaa =
1
rankPαa,R
∑
i<j
e4
|yij|6
Tr(fijR
α⊥
a fijP
α
a,R) +O(
e4
R7
),
which yields the van der Waals decay law. (The terms in the sum can be further simplified.)
Remark. Due to (1.20), for the charge neutral systems, the term PHσP always starts, at
least, with
∑
i<j |yi − yj|
−3.
Beyond Born-Oppenheimer Approximation. Let ψBO(x, y) be the ground state of
HN (y), normalized as
∫
|ψBO(x, y)|
2dx = 1. Using the Feshbach - Schur map with the
orthogonal projection
(Pf)(x, y) = ψBO(x, y)
∫
ψBO(x, y)f(x, y)dx
(i.e. integrating out the electronic degrees of freedom), as it is done e.g. in [11], we can show
that
λ ∈ σd(Hmol) ↔ λ ∈ σd(Hnucl(λ)),
with the corresponding eigenfunctions related accordingly. Here Hnucl(λ) is the operator on
L2(R3M ), defined by
Hnucl(λ) := −
M∑
j=1
1
2mj
∆yj + Eκ(y, λ),
where κ := m/minjmj and
Eκ(y, λ) = E(y) +
M∑
1
1
2mj
∫
|∇yjψBO|
2dx+O(κ2),
with O(κ2) standing for a non-local operator of the indicated order. The energy Eκ(y) (not
potential anymore) can be used to define the interaction energy in all orders.
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Organization of the paper. In Section 2 we discuss preliminaries of quantum many body
systems. In Section 3 we prove Theorem 1.1 modulo the stability estimate (1.16) which is
proven in Section 4. In Section 5 we rework the proof of Theorem 1.1 to prove Theorem 1.2.
In Supplement I, we present an estimates for the boosted hamiltonians e−f(x)Hσ⊥ef(x),
with various weights f(x), similar to (1.16). These bounds allow us to pull exponential
weights through the resolvents. They are not used in this paper, but could be useful in
various extensions (see e.g. [1]).
Notation. We collect here general notation used in this paper. In the text C will denote
a positive constant which might be different from one equation to the other, but which is
independent of the nuclear co-ordinates y1, . . . yM . We will use the notation . for inequalities
that are true up to such a constant. We will write A
.
= B, and A ≤˙ B, A ≥˙ B if
‖A − B‖ . e−
1
6
θR, A ≤ B + Ce−
1
6
θR and A ≥ B − Ce−
1
6
θR, for some C > 0, respectively,
in an appropriate norm, where θ is the constant appearing in (2.11) and (2.12).
For any Banach space X, we denote B(X) := {f : X → X : f linear and bounded}.
For an operator A, the symbols σ(A) and σess(A) stand for the spectrum and the essential
spectrum, correspondingly. We also use the notation 〈x〉 = (1 + |x|2)
1
2 . Finally, ‖ · ‖ will
denote the L2−norm of a function or the B(L2)−norm of an operator, depending on the
context, and the symbol O(δ) is understood in this norm. For an orthogonal projection P ,
we denote by P⊥, the complementary projection P⊥ := 1−P and for a vector Φ, we denote
by PΦ the rank-one orthogonal projection onto Φ.
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2 Preliminaries about many body systems
General properties of HN (y). The general information on the spectrum of the Hamilto-
nian (1.3) is given in the following theorem which is a special case of the HVZ Theorem (see
e.g. [16, 11, 5]).
Theorem 2.1 (HVZ theorem). σess(HN (y)) = [Σ,∞), where Σ = inf σ(HN−1(y)).
This theorem says that the essential (continuous) spectrum of HN(y) originates from the
molecule shedding of an electron which moves freely at infinity and therefore whose energy
spectrum changes continuously. The next results, due to G. Zhislin and J.-M. Combes and
L. Thomas, respectively, show that HN (y), as well as each atom, has a well-localized ground
state (see e.g. [16, 11, 5]):
Theorem 2.2 (Zhislin theorem). The operator HN (y) has infinite number of eigenvalues,
Ej , below its essential spectrum, Ej < Σ.
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Theorem 2.3 (Combes - Thomas bound). The eigenfunctions, Φj, of HN (y), corresponding
to the eigenvalues, Ej < Σ, are exponentially localized:
|Φj(x)| ≤ Ce
−δ|x|, (2.1)
for any δ <
√
Σ− Ej . Here x = (x1, . . . , xN ).
The last two theorems show that the atoms and Born-Oppenheimer molecules are stable
in the sense that at sufficiently low energy they are well localized in the space. However, it
says nothing about stability of true molecules. The likely source of instability of molecules
is not shedding of an electron but breaking up into atoms or ions which in total have the
same energy as the molecule. So far the only molecule proven to be stable is the hydrogen
molecule H2 (see [9]).
Theorems 2.1 - 2.3 still hold for fixed symmetry types, with the statement of Theorems
2.1 modified as
• σess(H
σ
N (y)) = [Σ
σ,∞), where Σσ = minα≺≺σ inf σ(H
α
N−1(y)).
The uniqueness of the ground state is a delicate issue. Without statistics the ground
state of Schro¨dinger operators H is unique (non-degenerate). This follows from the positivity
improving property of e−βH , β > 0 and from Perron-Frobenious theory (see for example
[27]). For spaces with statistics the ground state energy is in general degenerate (for an
irreducible representation σ of the permutation group SN , it is at least the dimension of this
representation) but its multiplicity is not known. However,
Under Condition (D), the dimension of the ground state subspace for the symmetry type σ
= the dimension of irreducible representation σ. (2.2)
Our next result concerns properties of the one-electron densities, ραA, mentioned in the
introduction. Consider a hamiltonian HA of an atom or ion (i.e. HA is of the form (2.7)
below) and let HαA be this hamiltonian restricted to the subspace of the symmetry type α.
Let, furthermore, PαA be the orthogonal projection onto the ground state subspace of H
α
A. We
define the one-electron density, ραA, for H
α
A, say, through the trace relation by the condition
Tr(bραA) = Tr[(b⊗ 1)P
α
A ], (2.3)
for any one-electron operator b. (ραA can be written explicitly in terms of any orthonormal
basis in RanPαA , see Appendix B. Also, the one-electron density can be associated to any
orthogonal projection on L2(R3N ).) We have
Proposition 2.4. Let HA be a hamiltonian of an atom or ion. Then the one electron density
of the ground state subspace of HA is spherically symmetric. (If HA is defined on the entire
space (no symmetry restriction) then the ground state of HA is spherically symmetric.)
Proof. By the Riesz formula for eigen-projections, PαA and therefore P
α
A,R commutes with any
rotation, PαA,RTR = TRP
α
A,R, ∀R ∈ O(3), where
TRΦ(z1, ..., z|A|) = Φ(R
−1z1, ..., R
−1z|A|), (2.4)
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we have Tr[T−1R (b ⊗ 1)P
α
A,RTR] = Tr[(t
−1
R btR ⊗ 1)P
α
A,R], where tR denotes the one-electron
rotation. This, together with the definition Tr(bραA) = Tr[(b ⊗ 1)P
α
A,R] of ρ
α
A and the cyclic
property of the trace, gives Tr(bραA) = Tr[(t
−1
R btR)ρ
α
A] = Tr[b(tRρ
α
At
−1
R )] and therefore ρ
α
A =
tRρ
α
At
−1
R .
With no symmetry restriction, PαA,R is a rank-one projection and therefore P
α
A,RTR =
TRP
α
A,R, ∀R ∈ O(3), implies that the ground state of HA is spherically symmetric.
We mention here that the definition of ραA implies that for any orthonormal basis, {Ψ
α,i
A , i =
1, ..., nA} in RanP
α
A,R, where nA := dimRanP
α
A,R, we have
ραA(z1) :=
nA∑
i=1
∫
|Ψα,iA (z1, ..., z|A|)|
2dz2...dz|A|. (2.5)
Decompositions. Recall that M and N are the numbers of the nuclei and electrons. Let
a = (A1, ..., AM ) be a partition of {1, 2, ..., N} into disjoint subsets some of which might
be empty. With the set Aj we associate the j-th nucleus of charge eZj by assigning to it
the electrons with labels in Aj . This gives a decomposition of the system into atoms/ions,
A1, ..., AM , called also clusters. We denote the collection of all such decompositions by A.
The set of all a ∈ A with |Aj | = Zj for all j = 1, ...,M will be denoted by A
at. Its elements
correspond to decompositions of our system to neutral atoms.
Permutations π ∈ SN act naturally on decompositions a ∈ A
at. For any two non-equal
decompositions, a and b, there is a unique permutation π ∈ SN/S(a) such that b = πa. Here,
recall, S(a) is the subgroup of SN , which leaves a invariant.
For each decomposition a = (A1, ..., AM ) ∈ A we define the hamiltonian
Ha =
M∑
m=1
HAm, (2.6)
where HAm is the Hamiltonian of the m-th atom or ion,
HAm :=
∑
i∈Am
(−∆xi −
e2Zm
|xi − ym|
) +
∑
i,j∈Am,i<j
e2
|xi − xj |
, (2.7)
and the inter-cluster interaction Ia := HN (y) −Ha, the sum of all interactions between the
different atoms/ions in the decomposition a. We have that
HN (y) = Ha + Ia. (2.8)
Let EAm and φAm and Ea and Φa be the ground state energy and ground state of HAm and
Ha, respectively, HAmΦAm = EAmΦAm and HaΦa = EaΦa. We have that Ea =
∑M
m=1EAm
and
Φa(x1, ..., xN ) =
M∏
m=1
φAm(xAm), (2.9)
where xAm = (xi : i ∈ Am). Furthermore, if φm the ground state of the m-th atom with the
nucleus fixed at the origin, then
φAm(xAm) = φm(xAm − ym), (2.10)
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with xAk − ym = (xi − ym : i ∈ Am). Throughout the text we will always assume that
‖φm‖ = 1 for all m = 1, ...,M . Standard estimates (see [16]) give that there exists θ > 0 such
that
‖eθ〈xAm 〉∂αφm‖ . 1,∀α with 0 ≤ |α| ≤ 2, (2.11)
where α is a multiindex with each index corresponding to differentiation in some body vari-
able. For a = {A1, ..., AM} ∈ A we define ya = (ya,1, ..., ya,N ), where ya,i = ym for i ∈ Am.
In other words ya,i is the coordinate of the nucleus that xi is assigned to. From (2.9), (2.10)
and (2.11) we obtain that
‖eθ〈x−ya〉∂αΦa‖ . 1,∀α with 0 ≤ |α| ≤ 2, (2.12)
where x = (x1, ..., xN ).
By the definition of a’s, mina∈A Ea = E(∞), where E(∞) was defined in (1.1). If Property
(E) holds, as we expect it always does, than Ea = E(∞), ∀a ∈ A
at.
3 Proof of Theorem 1.1 assuming stability estimates
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1 stating van der Waals law in the highest spin case,
under a technical assumption, which are then verified in later sections. In what follows we
omit the subindex N and the argument y and write E and H for E(y) and HN (y).
For the system to have the highest spin, H has to act on the subspace HA =
∧N
1 L
2(R3)
corresponding to one-dimensional, anti-symmetric representation of SN (with the one-column
Young diagram). For each a, this representation induces the unique, the one-dimensional,
anti-symmetric representation of S(a). Hence we omit, without a danger of confusion, the
label for this representation, having in mind that all operators below act on the subspace
HA =
∧N
1 L
2(R3) and, as can be easily verified leave this subspace invariant.
Orthogonal projection P . We will now define the projection P , to be used in the
Feshbach-Schur method described above. We cut off the ground state energy Φa defined
in (2.9) as follows. Recall that φj denotes the ground state of the j-th atom centered at the
origin. Let χR : R
3 → R be a spherically symmetric, smoothed out characteristic function of
the ball B(0, R6 ) supported in the same ball. Let, as in (2.9) - (2.10),
ψAk(xAk) := ψk(zAk), where ψk(zAk) :=
(φkχ
⊗Zk
R )(zAk)
‖φkχ
⊗Zk
R ‖
. (3.1)
Here zAk := (zi := xi − yk : i ∈ Ak), where, recall, xAk = (xi : i ∈ Ak), and χ
⊗|Ak|
R (zAk) :=∏
i∈Ak
χR(zi). Furthermore, we define
Ψa(x1, ..., xN ) :=
M∏
k=1
ψAk(xAk). (3.2)
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From (2.9), (2.10), (2.12), HaΦa = E(∞)Φa, where E(∞) was defined in (1.1), and from the
construction of Ψa we obtain the estimates
Φa
.
= Ψa, HaΨa
.
= E(∞)Ψa, (3.3)
‖eθ〈x−ya〉∂αΨa‖ . 1,∀α, 0 ≤ |α| ≤ 2, (3.4)
ΨaΨb = 0,∀a, b ∈ A
at, a 6= b. (3.5)
We choose P as the orthogonal projection on span{Ψa : a ∈ A
at}. An important fact about
P is that it commutes with the permutations
PTpi = TpiP, ∀π ∈ SN , (3.6)
where, recall, Tpi are the unitary operators given by (1.6). Moreover, according to (1.11), we
have to compute PHP and U(λ). To this end we use (3.5) and as a consequence, we have
P =
∑
a∈Aat
Pa,R =
∑
a∈Aat
PΨa (3.7)
(acting on the subspace HA =
∧N
1 L
2(R3)). In the present context, Pa,R = PΨa is the same
the projection as in Introduction. We use the notation Pa,R rather than PΨa in order to
exposition similar to the one for arbitrary symmetry types in Section 5.
To show that the Feshbach map exists, we note that Ran(P ) ⊂ Dom(H) since the range
of P is spanned by (Ψa)a∈Aat and by (3.4) each Ψa is in H
2(R3N ). Hence the condition (a)
for the existence of the Feshbach map holds. We will prove in Section 4 that, under Property
(E), there is a γ > 0, independent of y s.t. for R large enough, the following stability bound
holds:
H⊥ ≥ E(∞) + 2γ, (3.8)
where E(∞) was defined in (1.1) and, recall, the notation H⊥ = P⊥HP⊥, acting on the
subspace HA =
∧N
1 L
2(R3). We assume this for now. Using (3.8) we obtain that H⊥ − λ
is invertible for all λ ≤ E(∞) + γ. Thus the condition (b) is also satisfied and, for all
λ ≤ E(∞) + γ, the Feshbach Schur map FP (λ) is well defined.
Our goal now is to prove the following
Theorem 3.1. Assume the estimate (3.8) holds. Then so does the van der Waals law for
the maximal spin (Theorem 1.1).
To this end we have to estimate the two terms on the r.h.s of (1.11). We begin with the
first one.
Estimate of PHP . We show that (on the subspace HA =
∧N
1 L
2(R3))
PHP
.
= E(∞)P. (3.9)
Indeed, using (3.7), that Ψa and Ψb have disjoint supports and that H is a local operator we
obtain that PHP =
∑
a∈Aat Pa,RHPa,R =
∑
a∈Aat〈Ψa,HΨa〉Pa,R. Next using (3.7) and that
by (3.3), we have HΨa = HaΨa + IaΨa
.
= E(∞)Ψa + IaΨa, ∀a ∈ A
at, we obtain that
PHP
.
= E(∞)P +
∑
a∈Aat
〈Ψa, IaΨa〉Pa,R. (3.10)
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Note that since the group SN acts transitively on partitions from A
at, the r.h.s. of this
expression commutes with the permutations Tpi, π ∈ SN , and therefore leaves the subspace
HA =
∧N
1 L
2(R3) invariant. Eq. (3.9) follows from (3.10) and the following
Lemma 3.2. For all a ∈ Aat, we have
〈Ψa, IaΨa〉 = Tr(IaPa,R) = 0. (3.11)
Proof. Let a = {A1, ..., AM}. Due to charge neutrality for each atom Aj, we have that
Ia = e
2
1,M∑
i<j
∑
k∈Ai,l∈Aj
[−
1
|yj − xk|
−
1
|yi − xl|
+
1
|yi − yj|
+
1
|xk − xl|
]. (3.12)
Let ρA,R be the one-electron density associated with the projection PA,R (by (3.1) and (3.2),
ρA,R(z) = χ(z)ρA(z), where ρA(z) is defined in (2.3)). Using (3.2), or Pa,R =
∏
i Pψi , (3.12),
and passing to the variables
zkm = xk − ym, ∀l ∈ Am, ∀m = 1, ...,M, (3.13)
we obtain (1.17) - (1.18). By Proposition 2.4 and the choice of the cut-off, the one-
electron densities ρAj ,R(z) = χ(z)ρA(z) are spherically symmetric. This, together with
Newton’s theorem (see for example [21]) and support properties due to the cut-off (e.g.∫
ρAi,R(z)
1
|yij+z|
dz = 1|yij |
∫
|z|≤|yij|
ρAi,R(z)dz =
1
|yij |
, yij = yi − yj), implies (3.11).
Remark. By the charge neutrality of the clusters Aj , without spherical symmetry, the
leading term in Tr(IaPa,R) is of the order at least R
−3 if at least two atoms have non-zero
dipoles and of a higher order otherwise (see (3.24)).
Eq. (3.9) and the variational inequality EP ≤ PHP imply
E ≤˙ E(∞). (3.14)
By (3.8) and (3.14), the Feshbach map is well defined for E and by (1.11) - (1.13) and (3.9),
we have that E is an eigenvalue of
FP (E)
.
= E(∞) + U(E)|RanP (3.15)
(acting on the subspace HA =
∧N
1 L
2(R3)). Now we estimate U(E).
Estimate of U(E) We recall that HA denotes the Hamiltonian of an atom A and EA
denotes its ground state energy. We let Pij stand for the projection onto the ground state of
HAi +HAj and P
⊥
ij := 1− Pij . Let |yij| = |yi − yj |. Our goal is to show
Lemma 3.3. There are positive constants σij , independent of y and depending only on the
nature of the atoms i and j, s.t.
U(E) = f(y)P +O(
1
R7
), where f(y) =
1,N∑
i<j
e4σij
|yij|6
. (3.16)
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Moreover, σij are given by the equations
σij = 〈fijφiφj, R
⊥
ijfijφiφj〉, (3.17)
where R⊥ij := (P
⊥
ij (HAi +HAj)P
⊥
ij − EAi − EAj)
−1 and
fij :=
∑
k∈Ai,l∈Aj
[zki · zlj − 3(zki · ŷij)(zlj · ŷij)]. (3.18)
Proof. By (3.8) and (3.14), the operator H⊥ − E, where, recall, H⊥ = P⊥HP⊥, has a
bounded inverse, which we denote by R⊥(E) := (H⊥ − E)−1. It follows from (3.7), (3.11)
and (3.5) and from (3.7), (3.5) and (3.3) that
P⊥IaΨa = IaΨa and P
⊥HaΨa
.
= 0. (3.19)
Using (3.7) and (3.19) we obtain that
P⊥HP
.
=
∑
a∈Aat
IaPa,R. (3.20)
The relations (1.12), (3.8), (3.20) and PHP⊥ = (P⊥HP )∗ give that
U(E)=˙
∑
a,b
Pa,RIaP
⊥R⊥(E)P⊥IbPb,R. (3.21)
By the same remark, as the one after (3.10), the r.h.s. of this expression commutes with the
permutations Tpi, π ∈ SN , and therefore leaves the subspace HA =
∧N
1 L
2(R3) invariant.
Next, we estimate IaΨa, which is done in the next lemma.
Lemma 3.4.
‖IaPa,R‖ .
1,M∑
i<j
1
|yi − yj|3
. (3.22)
Proof. Let a = {A1, ..., AM}. Recall that, due to charge neutrality for each atom Aj ,
be have that by (3.12) and (1.18), the intercluster interaction Ia can be written as Ia =∑
i<j
∑
k∈Ai,l∈Aj
Iklij , with I
kl
ij = I(zki, zlj ; yij) in the variables (3.13), where I is given in
(1.18). Using that
|z ± yij|
−1 = |yij|
−1(1±
2z · ŷij
|yij |
+
|z|2
|yij |2
)−
1
2 , (3.23)
where, recall, yij = yi − yj, we expand the function I
kl
ij , given in (1.18), in zki and zlj , we
obtain
Iklij =
e2
|yij|
[
−
(zki − zlj) · ŷij
|yij |
+
zki · ŷij
|yij |
−
zlj · ŷij
|yij|
−
|zki − zlj |
2 − 3((zki − zlj) · ŷij)
2
2|yij |2
]
+
e2
|yij|
[
|zki|
2 − 3(zki · ŷij)
2
2|yij|2
+
|zlj|
2 − 3(zlj · ŷij)
2
2|yij |2
]
+O(
|z|3
|yij |4
),
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where |z| := maxk,l(|zki|, |zlj |), provided |z| ≤
1
3 |yij|, together with the fact that suppΨa ⊂
{|z| ≤ 13 |yij|} gives that
∑
k∈Ai,l∈Aj
Iklij =
e2
|yij |3
fij(z, ŷij) +O(
|z|3
|yij|4
) on suppΨa, (3.24)
where fij(z, ŷij) is given in (3.18). This estimate together with (3.4) gives (3.22).
For each a ∈ Aat, we introduce the sets
Ωˆνa := {x ∈ R
3N : |xi − ym| ≤ νR, ∀i ∈ Am, ∀Am ∈ a}, (3.25)
and smoothed out characteristic functions, χa, a ∈ A
at, symmetric under all permutations
in S(a) and such that
χa(x) = 1 on Ωˆ
1/6
a and = 0 outside Ωˆ
1/5
a , (3.26)
|∂αχa| . R
−|α|, for any multi-index α. (3.27)
Eq. (3.26) and the definition of Pa,R imply
Ia(−∆+ 1)
−1/2 = O(
1
R
) on suppχa. (3.28)
χaPb,R = δabPa,R, ∀a, b ∈ A
at. (3.29)
Let R⊥a (E) := (H
⊥
a −E)
−1, where H⊥a := HaP
⊥
a , with the notation Pa = PΦa := |Φa〉〈Φa|
(the orthogonal projection onto the ground state of Ha). Our goal is to show the following
estimate
χaR
⊥(E)−R⊥a (E)χa = O(
1
R
). (3.30)
Factoring out the inverse operators on the l.h.s. of (3.30), we obtain that
χaR
⊥(E)−R⊥a (E)χa = R
⊥
a (E)V R
⊥(E), (3.31)
where V := P⊥a Haχa−χaP
⊥HP⊥. Due to the cut off of the ground states we have that Eq.
(3.29) and the definition of P⊥ give
χaP
⊥ = P⊥a,Rχa and [χa, P
⊥
a,R] = 0. (3.32)
The latter relations, together with the fact thatHa is a local operator, imply that χaP
⊥HP⊥ =
Pα⊥a,RχaH, which, together with H = Ha + Ia, gives
V = P⊥a,R(Haχa − χaHa + χaIa) + (Pa,R − Pa)Haχa. (3.33)
Using (3.27), (3.28), Pa,R=˙Pa and the Ha boundedness of thegradient, ∇, we obtain that
‖V (−∆+ 1)−1/2‖ . 1R , which together with (3.31) implies (3.30).
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Since χa commutes with Ia, we have Pa,RIa = Pa,RIaχa. Using this to insert χa into
(3.21), and using (3.32), (3.30), (3.22) and (3.29) gives
U(E) =
∑
a,b
Pa,RIaR
⊥
a (E)χaIbPb,R +O(
1
R7
))
=
∑
a
Pa,RIaR
⊥
a (E)IaPa,R +O(
1
R7
). (3.34)
Again, it is easy to see that the r.h.s. of this expression commutes with the permutations
Tpi, π ∈ SN , and therefore leaves the subspace HA =
∧N
1 L
2(R3) invariant.
Now, by a standard estimate and (3.22), we have 0 ≤ 〈ψ,
∑
a Pa,RIaR
⊥
a (E)IaPa,Rψ〉 .
1
R6 〈ψ,
∑
a Pa,Rψ〉, which by (3.7) and (3.34), gives 〈ψ,U(E)ψ〉 .
1
R6 ‖Pψ‖
2, which in turn
implies ‖U(E)
∣∣
RanP
‖ . 1R6 . Using, this estimate, together with (3.15) and the fact that E is
an eigenvalue of FP (E), we estimate
|E −E(∞)| . R−6. (3.35)
Using this and (3.22) in (3.34), and using the notation R⊥a = R
⊥
a (E(∞)), we obtain
U(E) =
∑
a
Uaa +O(
1
R7
), Uaa = Pa,RIaR
⊥
a IaPa,R (3.36)
We insert (3.12) with (3.24) into the expression for Uaa in (3.36) and use thatO(
|z|3
|yij |4
)Pa,R =
O( 1
|yij |4
), to obtain
Uaa =
∑
ij,β
e4σaij,kl
|yij|3|ykl|3
Pa,R +O(
∑
ij,kl
e4
|yij|3|ykl|4
), (3.37)
where ij, kl run in pairs of nuclei in the decomposition a and σaij,kl = 〈fijΦa, R
⊥
a fklΦa〉.
Finally, we prove the following lemma
Lemma 3.5.
σaij,kl = σijδij,kl +O(
1
R
), (3.38)
where σij are given in (3.17).
Proof. Consider an atomic decomposition a = (A1, ..., AM ). Recall the notation from Section
2 and write the orthogonal projection Pa on Φa as Pa = Pkl ⊗ P
kl, where Pij = PAi ⊗ PAj
and P ij =
∏
k 6=i,j PAk , with PAi = PφAi , the orthogonal projection on φAi . Then we have
P⊥a P
kl = P⊥kl ⊗ P
kl and therefore, on the invariant subspace RanP kl,
HaP
⊥
a = P
⊥
kl (HAk +HAl)P
⊥
kl +
∑
i 6=k,l
EAi . (3.39)
This, the notation R⊥kl := (P
⊥
kl (HAk + HAl)P
⊥
kl − EAk − EAl)
−1 and the fact that fklΦa =
P klfklΦa ∈ RanP
kl and E(∞) =
∑N
j=1EAj give
R⊥a (E)fklΦa = R
⊥
klfklΦa, (3.40)
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which implies
〈fijΦa, R
⊥
a fklΦa〉 = 〈fijΦa, R
⊥
klfklΦa〉. (3.41)
We now prove that
〈fijΦa, R
⊥
klfklΦa〉 =
{
0, if ij 6= kl
σij, if ij = kl
, (3.42)
where σij are given in (3.17). We denote the l.h.s. of (3.42) byWij;kl. If ij 6= kl, then we may
assume without loss of generality that i 6= k, l. Observing that the inner product on the right
hand side of (3.41) reduces to an integral that is odd in zmi,m ∈ Ai we obtain Wij;kl = 0
for ij 6= kl. For the case ij = kl, Wij;kl = σij follows immediately from the relations (2.9) -
(2.10) and the fact that the ground states of the atoms are normalized. Hence Wij;kl follows.
This, together with the definition σaij,kl = 〈fijΦa, R
⊥
a fklΦa〉 and (3.41), proves (3.38).
The relations (3.36), (3.37) and (3.38), together with (3.7), imply (3.16) modulo the fact
that σij are positive and independent of y which we prove below.
First we note that the only dependence of σij on ŷij :=
yi−yj
|yi−yj |
appears on fij. To display
this dependence we will write f
ŷij
ij and σ
ŷij
ij for fij and σij . For any rotation R in R
3 we
define TR acting on the space L
2(R3(|Ai|+|Aj |)) (recall that |Ak| is the number of electrons of
the k-th atom) of functions of the variables zkl = xk − yl, k = 1, . . . , |Ai| + |Aj |, l = 1, 2,
by rotating them. Since TR commutes with HAi +HAj and since φiφj is a ground state of
HAi +HAj , we have that TRφiφj is also a ground state of HAi +HAj . Therefore, since the
ground state is non degenerate and TR is unitary we obtain that TRφiφj = c(R)φiφj where
|c(R)| = 1. This implies
TRP
⊥
ij T
−1
R = P
⊥
ij .
Using the last relation and the fact that HAi +HAj commutes with TR, together with (3.17)
and the fact that TR is unitary, we obtain that
σ
ŷij
ij = 〈TR−1(f
ŷij
ij φiφj), R
⊥
klTR−1(f
ŷij
ij φiφj)〉. (3.43)
On the other hand using (3.18) and the fact that R is unitary we obtain that
T−1R f
ŷij
ij = f
R̂−1yij
ij . (3.44)
But using that T−1R φiφj = c(R
−1)φiφj , with |c(R
−1)| = 1, together with (3.44), we obtain
that
TR−1(f
ŷij
ij φiφj) = c(R
−1)f
R̂−1yij
ij φiφj.
The last relation together with (3.43) and |c(R−1)| = 1 implies that
σ
ŷij
ij = 〈f
R̂−1yij
ij φiφj, R
⊥
kl(f
R̂−1yij
ij φiφj)〉 = σ
R̂yij
ij ,
which implies that σij is independent of yij.
Since the operator P⊥ij (HAi + HAj)P
⊥
ij − Ei − Ej is a positive operator, then so is its
inverse, R⊥kl ≥ 0. Hence, by (3.17), we have that σij > 0.
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Conclusion of the argument. From (3.15) and (3.16) we have that
FP (E) = E(∞)− f(y) +O(
1
R7
). (3.45)
Since the ground state energy E is an eigenvalue of H, we conclude from (1.13), (3.45) and
the definition W (y) = E − E(∞) that (1.4) holds. This proves Theorem 3.1. ✷
Proof of the necessity of Property (E). In this paragraph we will show that if Property
(E) fails to hold then so does the van der Waals - London law. We denote by Amin the set
of all a ∈ A for which inf σ(Ha) = E(∞), where E(∞) := minb∈A inf σ(Hb), and inf σ(Ha) is
an isolated eigenvalue. By the HVZ and Zhislin theorems, this set is non-empty. If Property
(E) holds if and only if Amin = Aat. Now assume that Property (E) fails.
To prove that the van der Waals London law also fails we use, as before, the Feshbach
map but with P , the orthogonal projection on span{Ψa : a ∈ A
min}. Proceeding as in the
proof of (3.7) we can show that P =
∑
a∈Amin Pa,R. Furthermore, repeating the arguments of
the proof of (3.8) (with Aat replacing Amin) we can prove that there exists γ > 0 such that
H⊥ ≥ Emin + 2γ, where Emin = mina∈A inf σ(Ha), which implies that the Feshbach Schur
method can be used.
We will now estimate PHP . Using the relation P =
∑
a∈Amin Pa,R and proceeding as in
the proof of (3.10), we can show that
PHP
.
= EminP +
∑
a∈Amin
〈Ψa, IaΨa〉Pa,R.
Since the Property (E) is not satisfied it means that there exists a ∈ Amin with a /∈ Aat. For
such a decomposition a = (I1, . . . , IM ), we define the charges qai := (Zi − |Ii|)e. Next, we
apply Newton’s theorem to show that
〈Ψa, IaΨa〉 =
∑
i 6=j
qaiqaj
|yi − yj|
, , ∀a /∈ Aat.
Clearly,
∑
i 6=j
qaiqaj
|yai−yaj|
≍ 1R . The last three relations imply that
PHP
.
= EminP +
∑
a∈Amin/Aat
∑
i 6=j
qaiqaj
|yi − yj|
Pa,R. (3.46)
To estimate U(λ), we proceeding as in the proof of (3.21), to obtain that
U(λ) = O(
1
R2
), ∀λ ≤ Emin + γ. (3.47)
The relations (1.11), (3.46) and (3.47) give give, ∀λ ≤ Emin + γ, that
FP (λ) = EminP +
∑
a∈Amin/Aat
∑
i 6=j
qaiqaj
|yi − yj|
Pa,R +O(
1
R2
),
and therefore, by
∑
i 6=j
qaiqaj
|yi−yj |
≍ 1R and (1.13), the van der Waals law fails. As a consequence
Property (E) is necessary for van der Waals law to hold.
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4 Proof of stability bound (3.8) assuming Property (E)
Let E
′
a be the first excited state energy of the hamiltonian Ha and E(∞) as defined in (1.1).
We define
γ1 = min
a∈Aat
E
′
a − E(∞), γ2 = min
a∈A/Aat
Ea − E(∞) (4.1)
(recall that E(∞) = Ea for a ∈ A
at). By Property (E) we have that γ2 > 0. Finally, we let
γ0 := min{γ1, γ2} > 0. (4.2)
The stability bound (3.8) follows immediately from the following proposition:
Proposition 4.1. There exists a constant C > 0 such that H⊥ ≥ E(∞) + γ0 −
C
R . In
particular, (3.8) holds for R large enough.
Proof. The idea here is to localize the HamiltonianH to different domains of the configuration
space R3N , each of which corresponding to a different break-up of the system into independent
subsystems, and use geometry of these domains to estimate H. Since H is a differential
operator, we have to pay a prize for this. A neat way way of doing such a localization is by
constructing - following [31] - a partition of unity {Ja}, labeled by decompositions from A
(see Subsection 2) and satisfying
∑
a∈A J
2
a = 1 and then using the IMS localization formula
(see for example [5])
H =
∑
a∈A
(
JaHJa − |∇Ja|
2
)
. (4.3)
We will split the configuration space R3N into domains. For each a = (A1, ..., AM ) ∈ A,
we define
Ωνa = {(x1, ..., xN ) : |xi − yj| ≥ νR, ∀j = 1, ...,M, ∀i /∈ Aj}. (4.4)
Following [31] we will now construct a partition of unity (Ja)a∈A having the properties:
0 ≤ Ja ≤ 1, supp Ja ⊂ Ω
1
5
a , ‖∂
αJa‖L∞ . R
−|α|, (4.5)
Ja commute with all elements of S(a), (4.6)
where, recall, S(a) is the group of permutations that keeps the clusters of a invariant, for all
a ∈ A, and ∑
a∈A
J2a = 1. (4.7)
We consider the functions Fa = χ
Ω
3
10
a
∗ φ where φ : R3N → R is a C∞c function supported in
B 1
10
(0) (ball of radius 110 centered at the origin) symmetric with respect to particle coordi-
nates, with φ ≥ 0 and
∫
R3N
φ = 1 and χA denotes the characteristic function of the set A.
Then Fa ∈ C
∞ and Fa ≥ 0. Furthermore using the triangle inequality and the fact that φ is
supported in B 1
10
(~0) we obtain that supp(Fa) ⊂ Ω
1
5
a and that Fa|
Ω
2
5
a
= 1. The last relation
together with the fact that ∪a∈AΩ
2
5
a = R3N gives that
∑
a∈A Fa ≥ 1. Therefore, if we define
Ja =
Fa√∑
a∈A F
2
a
,
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then Ja is a partition of unity satisfying all the desired properties.
Now we use the IMS localization formula (4.3), together with (4.5), to obtain H ≥∑
a∈A JaHJa−
C
R . The last relation together with the secomposition H = Ha+ Ia (see (2.8))
and Ia ≥ −
∑M
j=1
∑N
i=1,i/∈Aj
e2Zj
|xi−yj |
≥ −CR on suppJa implies that
H ≥
∑
a∈A
JaHaJa −
C
R
. (4.8)
The last relation together with the fact that P⊥ is self-adjoint and P⊥ ≤ 1 implies that
P⊥HP⊥ ≥
∑
a∈A
P⊥JaHaJaP
⊥ −
C
R
. (4.9)
Proposition 4.1 now follows from the equations (4.7), (4.9) and the lemma below which
provides estimates - (4.10) - of each of the terms on the right hand side of (4.9).
Lemma 4.2. With γ0 defined in (4.2), we have, ∀a ∈ A,
P⊥JaHaJaP
⊥ ≥ (E(∞) + γ0)P
⊥J2aP
⊥ −
C
R
. (4.10)
(Note that the restriction to HA =
∧N
1 L
2(R3), as any restriction, only lifts the lower bound.)
Proof. We will consider the following two cases
Case (1): a ∈ A/Aat (i.e. some clusters of the decomposition a include ions). In this
case, Condition (E) implies that Ha ≥ E(∞) + γ0 and, as a consequence,
P⊥JaHaJaP
⊥ ≥ (E(∞) + γ1)P
⊥J2aP
⊥. (4.11)
Case (2): a ∈ Aat (i.e. a is a decomposition of the system to M (neutral) atoms). We recall
the notation Pa,R = PΨa and Pa = PΦa . Using the relation HaP
⊥
a ≥ (E(∞)+ γ0)P
⊥
a , we find
JaHaJa ≥ Ja[(E(∞) + γ2)P
⊥
a + E(∞)Pa]Ja
= (E(∞) + γ2)J
2
a − γ2JaPaJa. (4.12)
By (3.3), (4.4) and (4.5) and the support properties of Ψb, we have that
‖Pa − Pa,R‖
.
= 0 and JaPb,R = Pb,RJa = δa,bPa,R. (4.13)
Therefore, by (3.7), we have P⊥JaPaJaP
⊥ .= P⊥Pa,RP
⊥ .= 0. Hence
P⊥JaHaJaP
⊥≥˙(E(∞) + γ2)J
2
a , (4.14)
which, together with the previous case, implies (4.10) for all a ∈ Aat.
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5 Proof of Theorem 1.2
The general set-up in the case of statistics. Recall from the introduction that Hσ
denotes the subspace of L2(R3N ) on which the representation of the permutation group SN is
a multiple to the irreducible representation of type σ, Hσ, the restriction of H onto Hσ and
Eσ(y) = inf σ(Hσ), the ground state energy of the system for the irreducible representation
σ.
Let χσg denote the character of the representation of type σ evaluated at g. The orthogonal
projection of L2(R3N ) onto Hσ is given by (see [13])
Qσ =
χσid
N !
∑
pi∈SN
χσpi−1Tpi. (5.1)
Since H commutes with any Tpi, by (5.1), so it does with Q
σ,
HQσ = QσH. (5.2)
We also recall from the introduction the definition of the subgroups S(a) of the permuta-
tion group SN , which leave the decompositions a invariant, with its irreducible representations
denoted in what follows by α, β, γ (the corresponding decomposition a will always be clear
from the context), the notion of the irreducible representation and the notation α ≺ σ speci-
fying that an irreducible representation α of S(a) is induced by an irreducible representation
σ of SN . Now, we denote by Q
α
a the orthogonal projection onto the subspace of L
2(R3N ) on
which the representation of S(a) is a multiple to the irreducible representation of the type α.
By [13], it can be written as
Qαa =
χαid
#S(a)
∑
g∈S(a)
χαg−1Tg, (5.3)
where #S(a) is the cardinality of S(a). By the the definition of the induced representations,
Qσ =
∑
α≺σ
QαaQ
σ = Qσ
∑
α≺σ
Qαa . (5.4)
Since Ha commutes with all permutations in S(a), it commutes with Q
α
a . Recall that the
restriction of Ha onto RanQ
α
a is denoted by H
α
a . In what follows we fix an irreducible
representation, σ ≡ σ(SN ), of SN .
We now choose the orthogonal projection for the Feshbach map. For given a ∈ Aat and
α ≺ σ, let Pαa be the orthogonal projection onto the ground state eigenspace of H
α
a . Let
χR : R
3 → R be a spherically symmetric smoothed characteristic function of the ball of
radius R8 around the nucleus and supported in this ball. Let
Pαa,R be the orthogonal projections onto the vector spaces
∏
A∈a
χ
⊗|A|
R RanP
α
a . (5.5)
By the properties of the cut-offs and decompositions, we see that RanPαa,R, a ∈ A
at, α ≺ σ,
consist of functions of mutually disjoint supports. Hence the projections Pαa,R, a ∈ A
at, α ≺≺
σ, are mutually orthogonal. Hence we can define the orthogonal projection
P σ =
∑
a∈Aat,α≺≺σ
Pαa,R =
∑
a∈Aat
Pa,R. (5.6)
where Pa,R :=
∑
α≺≺σ P
α
a,R. Properties of P
σ are described in two lemmas below.
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Lemma 5.1. P σ commutes with Tpi, for any π ∈ SN , and therefore with Q
σ.
Proof. To show that Tpi commutes with P
σ, we observe that
TpiHaTpi−1 = Hpia, and therefore TpiP
α
a,RTpi−1 = P
α
pia,R,
which, together with (5.6), gives the desired statement.
Lemma 5.2. For each α ≺≺ σ, any normalized Ψ ∈ RanPαa,R and for R is large enough, we
have the estimate
‖QσΨ‖2 =
χσid
N !
#S(a)
χαid
, (5.7)
and therefore RanP σ ∩ RanQσ 6= {0}.
Proof. Due to the cut off of the ground states of the atoms, we have that 〈Ψ, TpiΨ〉 = 0,∀π ∈
SN/S(a). Therefore, using the expression for Q
σ, we have that
‖QσΨ‖2 = 〈Ψ, QσΨ〉 =
χσid
N !
∑
pi∈SN
χσpi−1〈Ψ, TpiΨ〉
=
χσid
N !
∑
pi∈S(a)
χσpi−1〈Ψ, TpiΨ〉. (5.8)
Using σ|S(a) = ⊕α≺σα and taking the trace of T
σ
pi−1 = ⊕α≺σT
α
pi−1 , ∀π ∈ S(a), we obtain
χσpi−1 =
∑
β≺σ
χβ
pi−1
, ∀π ∈ S(a). (5.9)
This, together with the expression (5.3) for the projection QβS(a) and (5.8) gives that
‖QσΨ‖2 =
χσid
N !
〈Ψ,
∑
β≺σ
#S(a)
χβid
QβΨ〉.
The last equation together with the fact that QβaΨ = δα,βΨ gives (5.7).
By Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, the operator
Πσ := P σQσ = QσP σ, (5.10)
is the orthogonal projection on RanP σ ∩ RanQσ 6= ∅ and satisfies
ΠσQσ = QσΠσ = Πσ. (5.11)
We now consider the Feshbach map, FΠσ(λ), where Π
σ is defined in (5.10), as defined in
(1.11) - (1.12), i.e.
FΠσ (λ) =
[
ΠσHΠσ −ΠσHΠσ⊥(Πσ⊥HΠσ⊥ − λ)−1Πσ⊥HΠσ
]
|RanΠσ , (5.12)
with, as above, Πσ⊥ = Qσ(1−Πσ). Since H and P σ commute with Qσ, we have that
FΠσ(λ) = [P
σHσP σ − Uσ(λ)]
∣∣
RanΠσ
, (5.13)
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where
Uσ(λ) = P σHσP σ⊥(Hσ⊥ − λ)−1P σ⊥HσP σ, (5.14)
with P σ⊥ = 1− P σ and Hσ⊥ = P σ⊥HσP σ⊥. As before (see (1.13)) we have
λ eigenvalue of Hσ ⇐⇒ λ eigenvalue of FΠσ(λ) (5.15)
and to prove Theorem 1.2 we have to estimate the different terms on the r.h.s. of (5.13).
Finally, we note that any irreducible representation α of S(a) is a product of irreducible
representations αj of the groups S(Aj) of permutations of the clusters Aj ∈ a. We write
symbolically, α = ⊗Mj=1αj. The corresponding factorization of Q
α
a is given in (see Appendix
B)
Qαa =
M∏
j=1
Q
αj
Aj
. (5.16)
Keeping in mind that α = ⊗Mj=1αj determines uniquely αj, we write in what follows Q
α
A for
Q
αj
A . Similarly, we denote by P
α
A and P
α
A,R the orthogonal projections onto the ground state
eigenspace and the cut-off ground state eigenspace of an atom A. The relation (B.1) implies
Pαa = ⊗A∈aP
α
A and P
α
a,R = ⊗A∈aP
α
A,R. (5.17)
Estimate of P σHσP σ.
Lemma 5.3.
P σHσP σ
.
= Eσ(∞)P σ. (5.18)
Proof. In this proof we omit the superindex σ in P σ and Eσ(∞) and write instead P and
E(∞). Eq. (5.6) and the relations H = Ha+Ia and HaP
α
a,R
.
= E(∞)Pαa,R, ∀a ∈ A
at, α ≺≺ σ,
we obtain that PHσP
.
= E(∞)PQ +
∑
a,b,α,β P
α
a,RIaP
β
b,R. Since, for a 6= b, RanP
α
a,R and
RanP βb,R have disjoint supports, we conclude that
PHσP
.
= E(∞)PQ+
∑
a,α,β
Pαa,RIaP
β
a,R. (5.19)
We will now show that
Pαa,RIaP
β
a,R = 0, ∀a, α, β. (5.20)
We first consider the case α 6= β. Since Ia commutes with Tpi for all permutations in π ∈
S(a) and therefore, due to (5.3), with Qβa , we have that IaRanP
β
a,R ⊂ RanQ
β
a . Since also
RanPαa,R ⊂ RanQ
α
a , it is orthogonal to IaRanP
β
a,R, β 6= α, and therefore (5.20) holds for
α 6= β.
We now consider the case α = β. Clearly, the map Pαa,RIaP
α
a,R
∣∣
RanPα
a,R
leaves the space
RanPαa,R invariant and commutes with Tpi, ∀π ∈ S(a). Since by Condition (D) RanP
α
a,R is a
space of an irreducible representation of S(a), we conclude that it is a multiple of the identity,
Pαa,RIaP
α
a,R
∣∣
RanPα
a,R
= λ1 for some real λ. Hence Pαa,RIaP
α
a,R =
1
rank(Pα
a,R
) Tr(IaP
α
a,R)P
α
a,R,
where rank(Pαa,R) is the rank of P
α
a,R.
Using the definition of ραA (see (2.3)) and the factorization P
α
a,R = ⊗A∈aP
α
A,R, described
at the end of the last subsection, and proceeding as in Lemma 3.2, we arrive at (5.18).
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Before proceeding to estimating Uσ := Uσ(Eσ), we present some preliminary results. In
Appendix C, we prove that there exists γσ > 0 and C > 0 such that
Hσ⊥ ≥ (Eσ(∞) + 2γσ −
C
R
)Qσ. (5.21)
Furthermore, similarly to (3.14), Eq. (5.18) implies the following elementary variational
estimate
Eσ(y) ≤˙ Eσ(∞). (5.22)
Estimate of Uσ := Uσ(Eσ). Denote Pαij := P
α
Ai
⊗ PαAj and P
⊥
ij := Q
α
Ai
⊗QαAj − P
α
Ai
⊗ PαAj
(see (B.1) and (5.17) for the definition of QαA and P
α
A). Let also
R⊥kl := (P
⊥
kl (HAk +HAl)P
⊥
kl − E
σ
Ak
− EσAl)
−1 (5.23)
(not to be confused with the related object introduced after (3.39) and denoted by the same
letter). Our goal is to prove the following lemma:
Lemma 5.4. The equation (5.24) holds
Uσ =
∑
α≺≺σ
Pα
1,M∑
i<j
σσ,αij
|yi − yj|6
+O(
1
R7
), (5.24)
where σσ,αij are positive and independent of y, given by
σσ,αij := Tr(fijP
α
ijR
⊥
ijfijP
α
ij), (5.25)
with recall, fij defined in (3.18), and
Pα := Qσ
∑
a∈Aat
Pαa Q
σ. (5.26)
Proof. By (5.21) and (5.22), the operator Hσ⊥ −Eσ, where, recall, Hσ⊥ = P σ⊥HσP σ⊥, has
a bounded inverse, which we denote by Rσ⊥(E) := (Hσ⊥ − E)−1.
In this proof, we will omit for simplicity the superindex σ in P σ, Qσ, Eσ, Eσ(∞), γσ,
σσ,αij , R
σ⊥(E) and write, instead, P , Q, E, E(∞), γ, σαij, R
⊥(E) and do not specify the exact
range a, b ∈ Aat, α, β ≺≺ σ in summations. Using equations (5.6) and HaP
α
a,R
.
= E(∞)Pαa,R
and P⊥Pαa,R = 0, we obtain that
P⊥HP
.
=
∑
a,α
P⊥IaP
α
a,R. (5.27)
(see (5.17) for the definition of PαA,R.) Now, using the definition of U
σ(λ) in (5.14), (5.27)
and the fact that Q commutes with H and P , we obtain that
Uσ(E)=˙
∑
a,b,α,β
Pαa,RIaP
⊥R⊥(E)P⊥IbP
β
b,R. (5.28)
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Proceeding as in the proof of (3.22) we can obtain that
‖IaP
α
a,R‖ .
∑
i<j
1
|yi − yj|3
,∀a ∈ Aat. (5.29)
Furthermore, recall the functions χa, defined in (3.27) - (3.26) and satisfying
Ia(−∆+ 1)
−1/2 = O(
1
R
) on suppχa. (5.30)
χaPb,R = δabPa,R, [χa, P
α⊥
a,R ] = 0, χaP
⊥ = P⊥a,Rχa, (5.31)
∀a, b ∈ Aat. Now, let R⊥a (E) := (H
⊥
a − E)
−1, with H⊥a :=
∑
α≺≺σH
α
a P
α⊥
a (this is the
generalization of the operator denoted by the same symbol in (3.30)). Similarly as in (3.30),
we show
χaR
⊥(E)−R⊥a (E)χa = O(
1
R
). (5.32)
Since χa commutes with Ia, we have P
α
a,RIa = P
α
a,RIaχa. Using this to insert χa into
(5.28), and using (5.31), (5.32) and (5.29) gives
Uσ(E) =
∑
a,b,α,β
Pαa,R(E)IaR
⊥
a (E)χaIbP
β
b,R +O(
1
R7
))
=
∑
a,α,β
Uαβaa (E) +O(
1
R7
), (5.33)
where Uαβaa (E) = Pαa,RIaR
⊥
a (E)IaP
β
a,R.
Next, as above, using the orthogonality to the subspaces corresponding to different irre-
ducible representations of S(a), we obtain
Uαβaa (E) = P
α
a,RIaR
⊥
a (E)IaP
α
a,Rδαβ +O(
1
R7
). (5.34)
Next, as in going from (3.34) to (3.36), we pass from R⊥a (E) to R
⊥
a (E(∞)) =: R
⊥
a , to obtain
Uσ(E) =
∑
a,α,β
Uαβaa +O(
1
R7
), Uαβaa = P
α
a,RIaR
⊥
a IaP
β
a,R. (5.35)
Now, as discussed in Subsection 2, for any a, b ∈ Aat there exists a permutation π such
that b = πa. Since on the other hand Tpi is unitary and commutes with Q,P,H and since
Pαa,RT
−1
pi = T
−1
pi P
α
b,R, where b = πa, we obtain that
Pαa,RT
−1
pi HP
⊥R⊥(E)P⊥HTpiP
α
a,R = T
−1
pi P
α
b,RHP
⊥R⊥(E)P⊥HPαb,RTpi,
Due to the definition Uαβaa in (5.35), we have
Uααaa = T
−1
pi U
αα
bb Tpi, with b = πa, ∀a ∈ A
at. (5.36)
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Now, we use again, as in the proof of Lemma 5.3, that since Uααaa
∣∣
RanPα
a,R
leaves the space
RanPαa,R invariant and commutes with the irreducible representation T
α
pi , it is a multiple of
identity. This gives Uααaa = multiple of P
α
a,R. This implies
Uααaa =
1
rankPαa,R
Tr(Uααaa P
α
a,R)P
α
a,R. (5.37)
Since IaP
α
a,R ∈ RanQ
α
a , the summands in R
⊥
a IaP
α
a,R = (
∑
β≺≺σH
β⊥
a − E(∞))−1IaP
α
a,R,
with β 6= α, vanish. Moreover, due to the exponential decay of the ground states and their
derivatives up to second order we can replace - with only an exponentially small error - Pα⊥a,R
in the resulting term (Hα⊥a − E(∞))
−1 by Pα⊥a . Therefore,
Uααaa = P
α
a,RIaR
α⊥
a IaP
α
a,R +O(
e4
R7
), (5.38)
where Rα⊥a := (H
α⊥
a − E(∞))
−1.
Now using (5.37) and (5.38) and the formula (3.12) (Ia =
∑1,M
i<j
∑
k∈Ai,l∈Aj
Iklij , where )
and the equation, similar to the equation (3.24),
Iklij P
α
a,R =
e2
|yij |3
f lmij (z, ŷij)P
α
a,R +O(
1
|yij|4
), (5.39)
where ŷij =
yij
|yij |
, z := (zki, zlj , k ∈ Ai, l ∈ Aj) with the variables zki, zlj , defined in (3.13),
and fij(z, ŷij) are given after (3.24), we obtain
Tr(Uααaa P
α
a,R) =
1,M∑
i<j
1,M∑
k<l
e4Wij;kl
|yi − yj |3|yk − yl|3
+O(
e4
R7
), (5.40)
where
Wij;kl := Tr(fijR
α⊥
a fklP
α
a,R). (5.41)
As in (3.42), we show that Wij;kl = σ
α
ijδij;kl. The part ij 6= kl is obtained in exactly the
same way. For ij = kl, we use the factorization (5.17) of Pαa,R, to obtain that
Rα⊥a fklP
α
a,R = R
⊥
klfklP
α
a,R =
∏
m6=i,j
PαAm,RR
⊥
ijfijPij,R, (5.42)
where, recall, the operators R⊥kl are given by (5.23). Denote P
α
ij,R := P
α
Ai,R
⊗ PαAj ,R and
P⊥ij := Q
α
Ai
⊗ QαAj − P
α
Ai,R
⊗ PαAj ,R (see (B.1) for the definition of Q
α
A). Inserting this into
(5.41), with ij = kl, and passing from Pij,R to Pij , gives
Wij;ij = Tr(fijP
α
ij,RR
⊥
ijfijP
α
ij,R)=˙ Tr(fijP
α
ijR
⊥
ijfijP
α
ij) =: σ
α
ij. (5.43)
This shows Wij;kl = σ
α
ijδij;kl, which, together with (5.35), (5.34), (5.37), and (5.40), implies
the relation (5.24)-(5.26). Finally, the proof that σαij are positive and independent of y is
done similarly as for the case without statistics.
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Completion of the proof of Theorem 1.2. Since Πσ = QσPQσ, by (5.6) and (5.26)
we obtain that
Πσ
.
=
∑
α≺≺σ
Pα. (5.44)
Therefore, from relations (5.13), (5.18), (5.24) and (5.44) and the definition of W σ,α(y) in
(1.10), we obtain that
FΠσ(E
σ) =
∑
α≺≺σ
Pα
(
Eσ(∞) +W σ,α(y)
)
+O(
e4
R7
). (5.45)
Moreover, differentiating (P σHσP σ − λ)−1 in λ and using the second resolvent formula, one
concludes that (P σHσP σ − λ)−1 is increasing in λ ∈ (−∞, E(∞) + γ), where γ is the same
as in (5.21). It follows that the Feshbach map is decreasing which implies that Eσ is the
lowest eigenvalue of FΠσ(E
σ). By (5.26) and by the fact that Pαa P
β
b
.
= 0,∀α 6= β and that
Pαa commutes with Q
σ for all a ∈ Aat, α ≺≺ σ, we obtain that PαP β
.
= 0 for all α 6= β
which together with (5.45) and the fact that Eσ is the lowest eigenvalue of FΠσ(E
σ) gives
that Eσ = Eσ(∞) +W σ(y), where W σ(y) is defined in (1.9) as desired
Proof of the necessity of Property (E). In this section we will show that if Property
(E) fails to hold then so does the van der Waals - London law. To do that we modify the
analysis in Section 3 appropriately. Let Emin = mina∈A,α≺σ inf σ(H
α
a ). We denote by A
min
the set of all a ∈ A for which minα≺σ inf σ(H
α
a ) = Emin. Property (E) holds if and only if
Amin = Aat. For any a ∈ Amin we say that α ≺≺ σ if inf σ(Hαa ) = Emin. Now assume that
Property (E) fails. To prove that the van der Waals London law fails we use, as before, the
Feshbach map but with the orthogonal projection P defined as the projection on
span{RanPαa,R : a ∈ A
min, α ≺≺ σ},
spanned of by the cut-off ground states of the differentHαa . Note that the condition inf(Ha) =
Emin implies that Emin is an isolated eigenvalue of the Hamiltonians H
α
a and the eigenfunc-
tions are exponentially decaying. The argument is the same as in the case without statistics
in Section 3. We have that P =
∑
a∈Amin,α≺≺σ P
α
a,R. Proceeding similarly as in the proof of
(5.18), we obtain that
PHP
.
= EminP +
∑
a∈Amin,α≺≺σ
Pαa,RIaP
α
a,R. (5.46)
The fact that Uσ = O( 1
R2
), can be proven in the same way as in Section 3. Since Condition (E)
fails we pick an a ∈ Amin/Aat and any α ≺≺ σ. For such a decomposition a = (I1, . . . , IM ),
we define the charges qai := (Zi − |Ii|)e. Taking Taylor expansion of Ia (with remainder of
second order) one can show that
Pαa,RIaP
α
a,R = [
∑
i 6=j
qaiqaj
|yi − yj|
+O(
1
R2
)]Pαa,R.
The rest of the proof works as in Section 3.
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A More about Property (E)
In this appendix we prove several statements about Property (E) formulated in the introduc-
tion. We begin with
Proposition A.1 (Property (E) for hydrogen atoms). Property (E) holds for a system of
several hydrogen atoms.
Proof. Let E(m), m ≥ 0, be the ground state energy of the hydrogen ion (or atom, if m = 0)
with charge −me, i.e. the lowest eigenvalue the Hamiltonian
H(m) =
m+1∑
j=1
Hj +
1,m∑
i<j
e2
|xi − xj |
, (A.1)
where Hj = −∆xj −
e2
|xj |
is the Hamiltonian for the hydrogen atom in the j-th coordinate.
Property (E) is reduced to the property that for any m ≥ 1, E(m) satisfies
E(m) > (m+ 1)E(0). (A.2)
Let m∗ := max{m
′ ≤ m| H(m
′) has a ground state} and let ψ(m∗) be the ground state
of H(m∗) corresponding to E(m∗). (We know from [14] that m∗ ≥ 1 for m ≥ m∗.) By
the definition of m∗ we have E
(m) = E(m∗) and therefore E(m) = 〈ψ(m∗),H(m∗)ψ(m∗)〉. Since
Hj ≥ E0 for any j, we have E
(m) > (m+1)E(0)+δ, with δ := 〈ψ(m∗),
∑1,m∗
i<j
e2
|xi−xj |
ψ(m∗)〉.
Next, we show that
Proposition A.2. Property (E’) implies Property (E).
Proof. We prove (E) by induction in the number of the atoms k. For k = 2, Property (E)
follows immediately from Property (E’). We assume that (E) holds for M , replaced by k− 1
and show it holds for M = k. Indeed, let n1, ..., nk be numbers satisfying the assumptions
of the Property (E) for M = k. By relabelling the nuclei, if necessary, we can assume that
|n1| ≥ |nk| and n1nk < 0. By Property (E’), we have that E1,n1 + Ek,nk > E1,n1+nk + Ek.
Therefore, E1,n1 + ... + Ek−1,nk−1 + Ek,nk > E1,n1+nk + E2,n2 + ... + Ek−1,nk−1 + Ek, which
together with the induction hypothesis implies Property (E) for M = k.
This proves properties (a) and (b) of the introduction. For (c), it follows from the fact
that E(0) remains the same whereas E(m) increases if the statistics is taken into account.
B Factorization of Qαa
Lemma B.1. The projection Qαa is factorised into the projections Q
αj
Aj
onto the multiple of
irreducible representations of S(Aj) of types αj ,
Qαa =
M∏
j=1
Q
αj
Aj
. (B.1)
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Proof. We have that S(a) = ⊗Mj=1S(Aj), where Aj are the clusters of the decomposition a,
and S(Aj) is the permutation group of the set Aj . We have that S(a) ∋ π = π1...πM , with
πi ∈ S(Ai), and
#S(a) =
M∏
j=1
#S(Aj) and Tpi = Tpi1 ...TpiM .
The last relation and the definition of characters imply that
χαpi−1 =
M∏
j=1
χ
αj
pi−1j
. (B.2)
The last two relations, and the formula (5.3) give (B.1).
C Lower bound on Hσ⊥.
In this appendix we prove the estimate (5.21). We will follow the analysis of Section 4
modifying it appropriately. Recall the notation used in the main text. Let Eσ1 (∞) denote
the first excited state energy of the system of non interacting atoms and let
γσ1 = min inf σ(H
α
a )− E
σ(∞), γσ2 = E
σ
1 (∞)− E
σ(∞), (C.1)
where the minimum is taken over the pairs (a, α), satisfying either a ∈ A/Aat, α ≺ σ or
a ∈ Aat, α not ≺≺σ. By Property (E) and the HVZ theorem we have that γσ1 > 0 and, by
the definition, we also have that γσ2 > 0. We also define
γσ0 = min{γ
σ
1 , γ
σ
2 }. (C.2)
Lemma C.1. There exists γσ > 0 and C > 0 such that
Hσ⊥ ≥ (Eσ(∞) + γσ0 −
C
R
)Qσ. (C.3)
Proof. In this proof we omit for simplicity the superindex σ in P σ, Qσ, Eσ(∞), γσj and write,
instead, P,Q,E(∞), γj . Using that H
σ⊥ = P⊥HσP⊥ and that Q commutes with P we obtain
that Hσ⊥ = QP⊥HP⊥Q. Repeating the arguments of the proof of (4.9) we can obtain that
Hσ⊥ ≥
∑
a∈A
QP⊥[JaHaJa +O(
1
R
)]P⊥Q. (C.4)
Using that Q commutes with P⊥, the relations Q = Q
∑
α≺σ Q
α
a (see (5.4)) and HaQ
α
a =
HαaQ
α
a and the fact that Q
α
a commutes with Ja and P
⊥, we obtain that
QP⊥JaHaJaP
⊥Q = QP⊥Ja
∑
α≺σ
Hαa JaP
⊥Q
≥
∑
a∈A,α≺σ
QP⊥[JaH
α
a Ja +O(
1
R
)]P⊥Q. (C.5)
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Now, we estimate QP⊥JaH
α
a JaP
⊥Q.
Case 1: either a ∈ A/Aat, α ≺ σ or a ∈ Aat, α not ≺≺σ. By (C.1) and (C.2), we have
Hαa ≥ (E(∞) + γ1)Q
α
a , which, together with the previous inequality, implies
QP⊥JaH
α
a JaP
⊥Q ≥ (E(∞) + γ1)QP
⊥JaQ
α
aJaP
⊥Q, (C.6)
Case 2: a ∈ Aat, α≺≺σ. By (4.4) and (4.5) and the support properties of Ψb, we have
P βb,RJa = δa,bP
β
a,R. This and (5.6) give P
⊥Ja = P
⊥
a,RJa, where, recall, Pa,R :=
∑
α≺≺σ P
α
a,R.
This and the relation QαaP
β
a,R = δαβP
α
a,R imply, after commuting Ja’s outside, (cf. (4.14))
QP⊥JaH
α
a JaP
⊥Q = Ja(1− P
α
a,R)H
α
a (1− P
α
a,R)Ja. (C.7)
Using that ‖Pa − Pa,R‖=˙0 (see (3.3)), we pass in this relation from P
α
a,R to the orthogonal
projection Pαa onto the ground state eigenspace of H
α
a .
QP⊥JaH
α
a JaP
⊥Q
.
= JaH
α
a (1− P
α
a )Ja. (C.8)
Then using (C.2), we obtain furthermore
QP⊥JaH
α
a JaP
⊥Q ≥ (E(∞) + γ2)JaQ
α
a (1− P
α
a )Ja. (C.9)
Using JaP
⊥ = P⊥a,RJa and using (3.7) to go back from P
α
a to P
α
a,R, we have
Pαa JaP
⊥ .= Pαa,RJaP
⊥ = Pαa,RP
⊥
a,RJa = 0.
Applying P⊥ on both sides to (C.8) and using the last equation implies
QP⊥JaH
α
a JaP
⊥Q ≥ (E(∞) + γ2)QP
⊥QαaJ
2
aP
⊥Q, (C.10)
in this case. This shows the equation QP⊥JaH
α
a JaP
⊥Q ≥ (E(∞) + γ0)QP
⊥QαaJ
2
aP
⊥Q, for
all a ∈ A and α ≺ σ, which, together with (C.5), the relation Q =
∑
α≺σ Q
α
aQ and the fact
that Qαa commutes with Ja and P , implies (C.3).
D Supplement. Bounds for boosted hamiltonians
In this supplement we prove bounds on the resolvent of boosted hamiltonians, not used in
this paper, but which could be useful. (In particular, similar bounds are used in [1].) Let
H⊥δ := e
−δϕ(x)H⊥eδϕ(x), (D.1)
where x = (x1, ..., xN ) is the collection of the electron coordinates and ϕ(x) is a C
2 function,
with uniformly bounded derivatives up to the second order, which is constant on the support
of Ψb for b 6= a.
Proposition D.1. For R large enough and δ small enough (depending on ‖∇ϕ‖L∞+‖∆ϕ‖L∞),
E is in the resolvent set of H⊥δ and
‖(H⊥δ − E)
−1‖ . 1. (D.2)
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Proof. The proof consists of two lemmas. Recall that E = E(y) is the ground state energy
of H and ∆ =
∑N
j=1∆xj . For any operator K, δ > 0 and a decomposition a, we let
Kδ := e
−δϕx)Keδϕ(x, K⊥δ := (K
⊥)δ. (D.3)
Lemma D.2. The following inequalities hold for small δ:
‖Pδ − P‖ . δ, ‖Hδ(Pδ − P )‖ . δ, ‖H(Pδ − P )‖ . δ. (D.4)
Proof. Since, by the assumptions, ϕ(x) is constant on the support of Ψb for b 6= a. This
implies that (PΨb)δ = PΨb , ∀b 6= a, which together with (3.7), gives that
g(δ) := Pδ − P = (PΨa)δ − PΨa . (D.5)
Clearly, g(δ) is differentiable and
g′(δ) = −ϕ(x)e−δϕ(x)PΨae
δϕ(x) + e−δϕ(x)PΨaϕ(x)e
δϕ(x). (D.6)
Due to the exponential decay of Ψa, it follows that g
′(δ) is uniformly bounded for small δ
and, since g(0) = 0, by applying the fundamental theorem of calculus, we obtain ‖g(δ)‖ . δ,
which implies the first inequality in (D.4).
To prove ‖Hδ(Pδ −P )‖ . δ, let d > 0 be a constant such that d+Ha ≥ 1 > 0. Using the
relations ‖Hδ(d + Hb)
−1‖ . 1, (Ha − E(∞))PΨa=˙0 and commuting (Ha − E(∞)) through
e−δϕ(x) in (PΨa)δ := e
−δϕ(x)PΨae
δϕ(x), we obtain that
‖Hδ(Pδ − P )‖ . ‖(d+Ha) ((PΨa)δ − PΨa) ‖
.
= ‖(d+ E(∞)) ((PΨa)δ − PΨa) ‖
+ ‖∇(e−δϕ(x)) · ∇Pae
δϕ(x)‖+ ‖∆(e−δϕ(x))PΨae
δϕ(x)‖. (D.7)
Therefore, using (3.4) and the first inequality in (D.4) we obtain that ‖Hδ(Pδ − P )‖ . δ, as
desired. The inequality ‖H(Pδ − P )‖ . δ can be proven similarly.
By (3.8) and (3.14), the operator H⊥ −E, where, recall, H⊥ = P⊥HP⊥, has a bounded
inverse, provided R large enough,
‖(H⊥ − E)−1‖ . 1. (D.8)
Lemma D.3. We have that
‖(H⊥δ −H
⊥)(H⊥ −E)−1‖ . δ. (D.9)
Proof. Observe that Hδ − H = −∆δ + ∆. Since ∆δ = e
δϕ∆e−δϕ, by the Leibnitz rule we
obtain −∆δ + ∆ = δ[(∆ϕ) + (∇ϕ) · ∇ − δ|∇ϕ|
2]. Since ϕ by definition has L∞ bounded
derivatives this implies that [(∆ϕ) + (∇ϕ) · ∇ − δ|∇ϕ|2] is −∆ bounded. Hence, we obtain
‖(Hδ −H)(1 −∆)
−1‖ . δ. (D.10)
Now, since H⊥ := P⊥HP⊥ and H⊥δ := (H
⊥)δ and (P
⊥
δ − P
⊥) = P − Pδ, we obtain that
(H⊥δ −H
⊥)(H⊥ − E)−1 = K1 +K2 +K3, (D.11)
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where K1 := −P
⊥
δ Hδ(Pδ − P )(H
⊥ − E)−1, K2 := P
⊥
δ (Hδ − H)P
⊥(H⊥ − E)−1, K3 :=
−(Pδ − P )HP
⊥(H⊥ − E)−1 The terms K1 and K3 are estimated by the second and third
inequality in (D.4), respectively, and the term K2 is estimated by (D.10) and the bound
‖(1 −∆)(H⊥ + C)−1‖ . 1, (D.12)
where C is such that H⊥ + C ≥ 1, which follows from the fact that the Coulomb potential
is bounded relative to Laplacian with the relative bound zero. As a consequence we obtain
(D.9).
Now, to prove (D.2), we use the decomposition H⊥δ − E = H
⊥ − E + (H⊥δ − H
⊥) and
(D.8) to obtain that
(H⊥δ − E)(H
⊥ −E)−1 = (I + (H⊥δ −H
⊥)(H⊥ − E)−1). (D.13)
By the estimate (D.9), we can take δ small enough to obtain that ‖(H⊥δ −H
⊥)(H⊥−E)−1‖ ≤
1
2 . This shows that I + (H
⊥
δ −H
⊥)(H⊥ −E)−1 is invertible and its inverse is bounded by 2,
which together with (D.8) gives, for δ small enough, the estimate (D.2).
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